
Preliminary Pressure Records from a

	 detonator initiated f .c .i .

Introduction

On the theory of Board, Hall and Hall (1975) it should be possible ,
given a suitable trigger, to achieve a very efficient thermal explosio n
in which a self-sustaining shock wave passes through a course initia l
mixture, causes fine fragmentation .

We describe briefly an experiment in which a rather dilute mixture o f
tine and water, confined in a strong tube, was triggered by a No . 6
detonator ; the progress of the explosion was monitored by four pressur e
transducers in the tube wall .

Apparatus

The layout of the apparatus is shown in Fig . I . The Kistler 603 E
transducers were connected to an Ampex FR1300A tape recorder with 40kH
bandwidth, in parallel with U/V recorder galvanometers of SkHz resonan t
frequency . The presence of the metal was detected by th e
shorting of two parallel meshes at the mouth of the tube .

Results

Detailed comparison between the tape recorded traces (Fig 2) an d
those in the U/V recorder (Fig 3) show good agreement, with no evidenc e
of transient overload . We may make the following preliminary observations .

The negative feature travelling at '0.05cm/s is presumably a compression
wave travelling on the walls of the strong tube .

There are several reasons for thiuking that substantial energy relea_ e
took place in the region around transducer 2 (1 being the nearest to th e
detonator) . Firstly we know from earlier visualisation experiments that
the metal is concentrated (in ti1/3 cm drops) in this region of the tube .
Secondly the pressure-time integral under record 2 is substantially greate r
than that under 1 . Thirdly the rise time of 100 pa for record 2 is of
the order of that expected for collapse of a vapour blanket on a 1/3cm drop unde r
60 bars overpressure . Further up the tube the pressure pulse decays slightly ,
and also steepens ; this is consistent with there being considerably less
vapour and metal in this region. In the total volume of the tube (600cc )
there are a. 100cc of metal - assuming an equal quantity of vapour, and a
mean front velocity of 5 x 10 4 cm/s we find a differential velocity o f
ti l04 cm/s, which is sufficiently high for efficient velocity fragmentation .
This material velocity behind the front would lead to voiding of the tube i n
a time consistent with the duration of the long tails

	

of the pressure records .

Further Work

.Analysis of these records will continu e , and a 'dummy' run in which only
a detonator is present, should take place shortly . It is also hoped to
repeat the experiment using more nearly equal volumes of metal and water .
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No. 8 7
DISCUSSION ON PAPE R

Henry Have you attempted these experiments with materials that d o
not also satisfy the spontaneous nucleation criterion .

Board

	

No, because it is rather more difficult to set up the initia l
conditions with materials when film boiling is not stable for
long periods .

Bankoff

	

What was the particle appearance often the shock?
It seems likely that the pulse collapsed the vapor blankets, causin g

fragmentation for reasons which have nothing to do wit h

instability due to drag on the drops by the surrounding inter -
moving in the direction of the shock . A similar interaction was

observed by Witte, where the fragmentation of one tin dro p

induced fragmentation of another drop some distance away .

Board

	

The debris was in the form of large spongy lumps, with n o

evidence of the anisotropy that might be expected from one dimen -
sional velocity driven fragmentation . It could well be that th e

fragmentation in this case is due to pressure driven blanke t

collapse, rather than velocity differentials-as mentioned in our
paper, the available evidence for tin/water suggests this is the
case for low pressure events . But the dynamics of the detonation
model are independent of the fragmentation mechanism assumed :

if there is a mechanism which is more effective than Weber
breakup, the interaction zone will be shorter, but the pressure s

and yields will be unaffected .

Reynolds

	

If I understand your result correctly, the contribution of the
FCI to the shock pressure varies as the shock passes up the

column, being a maximam at the pressure detector number three .
Prompted by the result of Culham drop experiments . I would
interprete the maximum as being the position when the drop hav e
cooled to a critical temperature at which the vapour layer i s
unstable to the shock pressure pulse.

Board

	

I think this is just where most of the molten metal is .

Wright Did the shock wave from the detonator merely trigger loca l
events by vapor collapse, or did those interactions actuall y
increase the energy in the shock wave as predicted in your
theory ?

Board

	

It is clear in the spontaneously triggered event that the energy i n
the pulse comes from the interactions . We are fairly sure that
there is energy addition in the detonator case, but we need t o
fire the detonator alone to be really sure how much .
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